Protect banding and strapping of pallets to prevent removal of inner cartons

Pallets in transit are vulnerable to theft and tampering. One tamper evident label can protect four inner cartons on the pallet.

The label can be applied anytime in the transit stream; at the couriers, distribution center, cross dock etc., over or under the stretch wrap banding.

The individual details on the labels ensure they cannot be copied and used inappropriately.

Label Options:
Writeable area for Couriers name
Facility information, Bill of lading/manifest and number of pieces on the pallet
Overprinted with custom logo, alpha numeric text, barcodes, sequential numbers.
Target areas for RFID and temperature logger coverage.

Protects pallet
Layered security
Highly visible

Label dimensions 220mm x 220mm
Packed in quantities of 100 – MOQ 1000

To order this product please use reference DR2433

www.tampertech.net